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1. Chunks versus rules 1 

I 

Language origin has finally become a topic of interest to mainstream lin- ~ 
guists and otliers, and at long last, publications are beginning to proliferate I 

I 
(e.g., Aitchison 1996, Deacon 1997, Hurford et al. 1998, Jablonski and 
Aeillo 1998, Jackendoff 1999, Pinker arid Bloom 1990, Trabant 1996). I 

Now, as the twenty-first century begins, scholars are identifying some key 
questions. This paper will attempt to answer one of these: the chunks-ver- 
sus-rules problem. 

Language is not a unitary phenomenon: parts of it are memorised I 
chunks, and parts of it are rule-governed. These two linguistic types CO-exist 
throughout language, as Seen, for example, in irregular versus regular verbs 
(Pinker 1999). Yet the historical relationship between the two phenornena is 
unclear. Do the memorised chunks lead to rules? Or do they CO-exist as 
independent types? This is the key question that will be explored in this 
paper. 

A parallel question used to be found in the child langiiage literature. At 
one time, it was unclear whether youngsters' cries and babbles were separate 
from "real" language. This has now been settled: crying has been recognised 
as separate, prelinguistic behaviour. Babbling, on the other hand, becoines 
inore sophisticated and develops into speech (Vihman 1996). I 

This paper is divided into four main sections. First, it will summarise 1 

some background assumptions on language origin. Second it will oiitline 1 some presurned early stages in t1:e human development of language Iiigh- 
lighting the importance of convergence (CO-evolution). Third, it will discuss ~ 

I the possible origin of rule-governed behaviour. Fourth, it will consider what 
current-day language can reveal about these early rules. 



2. Background assumptions 

Three irnportant background assuniptions are outlined below, concerning 
innately guided behaviour, Baldwinian evolution, and the "general uniform- 
ity principle". These will form a backdrop to the remainder of the Paper. 

2.1. Inizately guided behailiozrr- 

For ceiituries, an age-old nature-nurture controversy lias trundled On, swing- 
ing to and fro. 1s language "natural", as when dogs naturally bark? Or is it 
"nurtured", as when dogs can be tauglit to beg? This debate Iias also been 
labelled a distinction between "liard-wired" and "soft-wired" behaviour, or 
between "instinct" and "learning". 

Yet the sharp divide behveen these two types is now recognised as unre- 
alistic. Lenneberg (1  967) pointed out tliat language is controlled by matura- 
tion: children acquire language "naturally" provided that they are properly 
"nurtured" - exposed to adequate linguistic data at the relevant time. Gould 
arid Marler ( I  987) speak of "innate guidance": instinct giiides liumans to 
pay attention to particular features, whose finer points then have to be learn- 
ed, much as bees primarily pay attention to the odour, but also shape and 
colour of flowers. These characteristics lead them to sources of nectar, 
which they visit with increasing certainty as they learn to identify particu- 
lar flowers. Birdsong provides a further example (Gould and Marler 1987, 
Marler 1998). A number of species of birds have an outline knowledge of 
their own Songs, but have to learn the finer details. So the nature-nurture 
controversy has largely faded away as the division between the two types of 
behaviour has blurred (Aitchison 1998). 

Around a century ago, James Mark Baldwin, an American psychologist, 
indicated how Darwin's theory of natural selection could be extended 
(Baldwiii 1902). So-called Baldwinian evolution shows how new traits can 
ernerge without the necessity of assuming (as did the discredited Frenchman 
Lamarck) that acquired responses to environmental challenges could be 
passed onto offspriiig directly. Beliavioural flexibility and learning, Baldwin 
af%pecican arnpIiTy aand bias natural selection: a subgroup o f a  species can 



inove into a niche slightly different froin that of its ancestors. Species mein- 
bers wlio could via natural variation withstand the cold, for example, would 
survive better during a fierce winter. Future generations might then inherit, 
and gradually enhance, a genetic predisposition for enduring freezing 
weather. From the point of view of language, those who had, say, better 
memory skills, might be those with greater chances of survival. These sur- 
vivors might pass on an ability to retain a large vocabulary to tlieir offspring. 

2.3. General unifon~zity principle I 

The so-called "general uniformity principle" (Lass 1997: 28) tliat language 
in the past followed siinilar principles to language today, was clearly stated 
by William Dwight Whitney in the nineteenth century: "The nature and 
uses of speech ... cannot but have been essentially the Same during all peri- 
ods of its history ... [Tlhere is no way in which tlie unknown past can be in- 
vestigated, except by the careful study of its living present and recorded 
past, and the extension and application to remote conditions of laws and 
principles deduced by that study" (Whitney 1867: 34). The general uni- 
formity principle ties in with the "uniform probabilities principle" (Lass 
1997: 28), that the liltelihood of any linguistic state of affairs has always 
been roughly the Same as it is now. The practical upshot of these interlockiiig 

I 
I 

principles is that we can inake deductions about the beginnings of language I 

by looking at current-day language. I I 

3. Early Stages of language: humans versus other primates 

Humans, like all priinates, are social animals. Primate social behaviour has 
at least three clear characteristics: strong family ties, active within-group 
interaction, and a well-defined ranking order. It is not surprising, tlierefore, 
that a primate should have developed a communication System which pro- 
motes these. Yet humans alone have developed language, tliough cliimps 
show some linguistic precursors. 

The ways in which humans and chimps djverged are outlined below. The 
most noticeable differences are brain size, "theory of  mind", voluntary 
vocalisation,.and speech production abilities. 



The enlarged brain size of humans may have arisen as a spin-off of the geo- 
graphical location of protohumans. Hurnans are now generally thought to 
have enierged from Africa. One increasingly accepted view is that future 
huinans lived in an area of Africa which underwent a severe drought, possi- 
bly east of the Great Rift Valley (Kortlandt 1965, Coppens 1994), though the 
exact location is still under disciission. This led to a cascade of  further 
developments - especially meat eating - which alongside other factors pro- 
inoted a big braiii: the prefrontal area in particular is enlarged, coinpared 
with the brain of chimps (Deacon 1997). Tlie enlarged brain involved pre- 
matiire births, by ape standards, and consequently neoteny (extended child- 
hood). These immature infants were kept close to their parents, whose 
vocalisations they imitated during their lengthy infancy. Yet meat-eating 
cannot have been the only factor promoting a big brain: brain size, group 
size, and use of deception all intercorrelate strongly. The latter two, partic- 
ularly deception, provided the iinpetus to developing advanced communica- 
tion skills, especially a "theory of mind". 

3.2. Theol:v qf mind 

A so-called "theory of  mind" was possibly crucial in language development. 
Signing cliimps, it has been noted, restrict themselves mainly to asking for 
things they Want, such as oranges, juice, tickles, and so on. They do not talk 
for the sake of talking. Humans liave developed an ability to put themselves 
into another person's slioes. This ability is turning out to be multilayered and 
complex. Tts origiris inay lie in the ability to deceive, since successful deceit 
requires an aiiirnal to see things from another's point of view: the nearer the 
primate species is tci humans, the more efficient they appear to be at hood- 
winking one another (Whiten and Byrne 1997). The theory of inind possi- 
bly led to symbolisation, which in turn led to the "naming insight", the re- 
alisation that a sequence of sounds caii be a "name" for something - an 
ability which develops normally in infants, though which can be delayed in 
deaf Iiiimans (Schaller 1991 ). 



3.3. Vollintarj~ vocalisation 

A less obvious linguistic forerunner is tlie ability to vocalise voluntarily, nnd 
equally importantly, to refrain from vocalising involuntarily. Many animals, 
including chimps, tend to vocalise when presented with an appropriate stim- 
ulus: chiinps can under certain circumstances suppress vocalisations (Byrne . A n .  > 
irr+). S u i  ihis is iiui aii e v c i  u ¿ i u i ~ i ~ i i ¿ i - .  Srüdüü!:y, -.---':--':-- v u ~ c i i i a n ~ i u i i  be- 
came normal and liabitual. At some point, humans began to interact via 
vocalisation more than in any other way. This was a grooming replacement 
strategy, according to Dunbar (1996), wlien numbers in a group rose too 
high to make grooming feasible. 

3.4. Speech prodtrction 

Chimps have siinilar auditory abilities to humans. The big problem arises 
with speech production. Apes do not liave the firm tongue, L-shaped vocal 
tract, and lowered larynx which, arguably, allowed humans to produce clear 
sounds. Some of the differences are due to the fl atter faces of humans: the I 
higher quality animal-based diet also reduced chewing requirements, whicli 
led to a reduction of face and jaw size (Aiello 1998). The lowered larynx is 

I 

possibly due to huinans' upright posture. Yet an inability to make clear 
Sounds could not have been the only factor holding other apes back: lan- I 

guage could have emerged in another medium, notably sign. as sonle people 
propose happened prior to spoken language (e.g., Arinstrong et al. 1995, 
Givon 1995). 

I 
I 

3.5. Convevgence (CO-evollrtion) I 

True language began, possibly, when some of the factors outlined above 
converged and amounted to more than the sum of the parts. As Giv6n ( 1995: 
426) notes: "the socio-cultural, cognitive, communicative, behavioural and 
the neurological aspects of language probably evolved in parallel rather 
than serially. These profoundly interdependent, interactive changes tlius co- 
evolved". The big step forward could have arisen when a clear output con- 
verged with the naming insight. The convergence of these bvo abilities pos- 
sibly led to a naming "explosion", a desire to name dozens of objects 

-(Figure-1 )? - P 



Stage 1 Habitual vocalisation 
Good hearing 

Stage 2 Upright stance Big brain 
L-shaped vocal tract Deception ability 

I i 
Stage 3 Stable vowels Theory of mind 

I 
Clear output ~ a m i n g  insight 

Stage 4 Naining explosion 

Figz~r-e I. Convergence of abilities leading to the "naining explosion". 

4. The emergence of rule-governed behaviour 

A process of preferences to habits to rules (discussed further below) can be 
hypothesised as tlie basis for "real" language (Aitchison 1998). The date for 
the emergence of rule-governed language is still under discussion. Tlie ear- 
liest suggested date is around 250,000 b.p., though this is most probably too 
early. The latest date put forward is around 50,000 b.p., though this is 
undoiibtedly too late. Most researchers assume a date of around 100,000 
b.p., though it seeins increasingly liltely tliat an earlier protolanguage exist- 
ed for some time (Jackendoff 1999, Calvin and Bickerton 2000). Tliis corn- 
prised inaybe a handful of words for Icey needs - lilte come, look, and so on 
- witli some habitual collocations. 

4.1. U6rd combinntions: inhzrilt preferences 

The naming explosion presumably led to word combinations. Eventually too 
niany tvords existed for thein to be routinely uttered singly. In some cases. 
early words were possibly combined fairly randomly, though were always 
perhaps subject to preferences, of the type seeii in ape signing. The cliimp 
Nrm, for mample, cumbmed m d s  rnostly in-a rmdom way. Yet love of 



eating led him always to place foods first in any sign sequence, as hariana 
eat Niin, banana Nim ecrt, bnnana rne eat, grape eat Ninr, apple me eut. 
(Terrace 1979). 

Some human ordering preferences are so deeply inbuilt that they can be 
regarded as prelinguistic, such as a preference for placing "small on large". 
Humans prefer to say: The cat sat oiz the mat. It would be bizarre to say: The , ,  , ; ; - - -  - -  . . t h  + n n n i r a r r r r t , r \ , ,  L V L I I  i l  L ~ I L  l l l a C  V v a a  I"t,lb ~f bViirvic>ur;vii,  t!?e 
order would likely be: On tke mat, snt tke cat (Landau and .lackendoff 
1993). Other human preferences can be regarded as linguistic, since they do 
not inevitably result in the Same order, as with a liking for placing animate 
sub.jects first: an order Horses eat hay or Horses h q j  ent would be more 
likely in the languages of the world than Eat hay hoi?se.~ or Hay eat horses. 
though these are not impossible. 

Another strong human preference is for action-patient closeness, tliough 
the order of action and patient is variable: an order Morikej*~ eaf  hananas is 
as likely as Monkeys Bananas eat. 

Not all languages have a preferred word order, but in a sample of 402 
languages from those that do, 87 percent combined the two linguistic pref- 
erences mentioned above, with subject-object-verb (SOV) accounting for 45 
percent, and S V 0  for 42 percent (Tomlin 1986). At the origin of language, 
then, it seems likely that "aniniate first" and "action-object closeness" pre- 
dominated. 

4.2. Word elasses 

Word order in language depends not just on habitual collocation, but on the 
existence of word classes. The earliest words were possibly nouiis. Certainly 
late learners, such as deaf people who have been deprived of language, 
have discovered nouns before other types of word, as with the deaf Mexican 
Ildefonso (Schaller 1991). And the blind Helen Keller famously discovcred 
the word for 'water' as her earliest vocabulary item (Keller 1903). 

Verbs possibly arose out of nouns via re-analysis, as in the pidgin Tok 
Pisin, where it is easy to See how a sequence nti sin,qsing 'me song-and- 
dance' could be interpreted eitlier as 'I was at the Song and dance festival'or 
' I  sang and danced'. This distinction is possibly based on a liuman ability to 
distinguish names from events. Adjectives were possibly a siibdivision of 
verb: in some languages Stative verbs and adjectives are indistinguishnble, 
a s  in Miskito Coast Creole English: if ~ L L  wud s i e f ,  *vu wzrd m n .  



'If want to be safc, you \vould run' (Holm 1988: 85). Here, the word class of 
.~ ief is  uiiclear. 

As these euaniples sliow, re-analysis is the mechanism by whicli 
numerous chaiiges take place in languages today (Aitchison 2001). Such 
re-analysis would liave been possible froiii the earliest coinbinations (in 
riccordance with tlie iiniformity principle). 

5. Clues from ciirrent-day language 

Following tlie uniforniity principle, clues about language origin can be culled 
froin a variety of present-day sources, in particular cases where strong pref- 
erences are sliown in behaviour that is formulaic, but not fully rule-gov- 
erned. The distiiiction between an unanalysed formula and a rule-governed 
group of words is not necessarily clear-cut. A sequence of sounds may be 
just that, as with a child who learned to hamnier on a door shouting ohedide 
('Open the door'), though who later learned to analyse his utterance (Peters 
1983). And population groups may behave differently from one anotlier. 
Gleitman and Gleitman ( 1979) found strong differences between educated 
and uneducated speakers in their ability to interpret a compound such as 
house-hird glnss. 

In the sections below, three situations are discussed in wl~ich current day 
liutnans produce language which is quasi-formulaic, quasi-rule governed: 
"newswortliiiiess" order, sports coinmentating, and headlines. 

Only a portion of today's languages have a fixed word order. Some 
American-Indian languages liave a superficially free word order. thougli in 
fact work accordiiig to a "newsworthiness" priiiciple, bringing to tlie front 
some highlighted newsworthy item (Mithun 1992), as with Cayuga. The 
(translated) answers to the (translated) questions show how this works: Q. 
'Wlio are jJou going with?' A. 'SAM we're going with'. Q. 'What do you 
wallt to b~iy? '  A. 'A DRESS I'm looking for'. Q. 'How long were they 
there?'A. 'TWO WEEKS they were away'. Cayuga is not alone. Ngandi and 
Coos behave similarly. "Word order in these languages is thus based ... on 
the relative newsworthiness of the constituents to the discourse. An ele- 
mentmay be newsworthy because itrepresents significant m w  iriforrnatien, 
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because it introduces a new topic, or because it points out a significnnt 
contrast" (Mithun 1992: 39). In the earliest stages of language, therefore, as 
in these American-Indian languages, izewsworthiness may have played a 
vital role. 

How much,for that:? 
H o ~ v  nlzich jov the X? 
X dolluvs for it. 
X dollars I've got,for it. 
X dollars,for that. 
I i le got X dollars for them (Kuiper 1996: 6 1 ). 

At the origin of language, humans may have had a less efficient short-terin I 
I 

The closing stages also are predictable: 

memory tlinn humans today; they may have been less able to process speech 
fast, so soine clues may be found in situatioiis in which humans are pres- 
sured to speak fast. In sucli circumstances, tl-iey develop linguistic routines: 

X gets 'em. 
X buys 'ern. 
Th t?y go to X 
Yozl 're the izdnncr: Si?. (Kuiper 1996: 7 I ). 

I 

"because it is necessary in some cases and desirable in others, to cut down I 
the linguistic options for both speakers and hearers, speakers often resort to 
formulaic speech in routine contexts. Such psychological factors are essen- I 

tially concerned with individual human inemory and processing capacities" I 
(Kuiper 1996: 92). 

Auctioneers have developed routines and formulae for the various stages 1 
of an auction. These are repetitious utterances, thougli with "slots" which 1 

change, notably, the item being auctioned, and the price bid. Each stage of 
the auction has its own forinulae, as, for example, a first bid: ! 



I-iorse racing lins forrnulae for each section of the race. as with the start: 

Tliere thei* go. 
TIiq i-e n ~ ~ c q *  nnd ruc-ing. 
Thej' Te o f fnnd  rncing noli: 
TI?ej. oii tlieir ii7ai% (Kuiper 1996: 17). 

Tlie finisli also has formulae: 

TI?-* go to rhe post. 
X 11as wlon it. 
Xgo t  it wen (Kuiper 1996: 1 8). 

These are slotted in around otlier formulae, such as "loop formulae", the 
arrival at the end of a lap of the Course. and also around individual events, 
such as a particular horse falling: "the I-iorse looks as though he is walking 
OK so he hasn't done any serious damage to himself and the driver is quite 
OK" (Kuiper 1996: 14). 

Cliildren are known to cope with some aspects of language via routines 
(Gleason et al. 1984, Greif and Gleason 1980), as when American Youngsters 
follow a "trick or treat" routine when they call round at neighbours' houses 
at Halloween (Gleason and Weintraub 1978). And successfiil second lan- 
guage learners acquirc roiitines to lielp them on their way (Fillmore 1979). 

In short, routines which are partly inemorised, and partly analysed, in that 
they have "slots" into which different items can be placed, appear to be an 
essential part of language under pressure of time or memory. Presumably, this 
lias always been the case. 

Newspaper Iieadlines illustrate an interniediate stage between routines with 
occasional words slotted in, and tnie nile-governed behaviour. Noun sequences 
in headlines represent a headline style wliich became coinmon in the 1960s 
in British English newspapers (Simon-Vandenbergen 198 1). These noun 
seqiietices have thcir own iiicipient "r~iles", in that they have a higli probability 
of appearing in a particular order, thougli this is not essential. 



Siinilar sequences are found in broadsheet and tabloid iiewspapers. Noiin 
sequences involving the word nirrr-der are documented below for a six month 
period in two British broadsheet newspapers: The Tirlles (T) and the I 

Grrardian (G); and two tabloids: the Sun (S) and the Daily Mirror (M) 
(Aitchison, Lewis, and Naylor 2000). These noun sequences sometiines formed 
the whole headline, at other times they were Part of a longer one: 

I 
I 

Shotgun tnurder horror (M) 
Strcet nlurder inquiry reaches dead end (G) 

Within the 220 noun sequences involving murder, two-noun sequences I 

predominated: I 
14 1 two-noun (64 percent): Tur*k jailed-for wife niurder (T) 
73  three-noun (33 percent): Mnrdcr trial mistress tells o f  o1d.flame.s ( M )  
6 four-noun (3 percent): RfPC murder bid ckarge ( S )  

At first sight, these noun sequences allowed a variety of possibilities, though I 
I 

nzurder was preferentially near the beginning of its sequence, rather than the I 

end. On closer examination, the words which preceded and followed nztrr~der- I 
were not randoin. They followed a liniited set of patterils, which were simi- i 
lar across all four newspapers analysed, and across two-, three-, and four- I 
noun sequences. I 

The noun iinmediately preceding i~iurder within its sequeiice was inost 
usually the victim (48 occurrences, 9 percent): I I 

Bell murder enqrrit-y ends (T) 
Jur-V in clzild niurder case was 117isled (G) 
Bride murder trial (S) 
SexJiend ~2anted oiier barniaid nturder ( M )  

Place preceded murder in 16 (1 9 percent) of the exainples: 

Utziversity n~urder case opeiis ( T )  
Stveet nrurder itzquiyy reaches dend end (G) 
Hospital titrrrdcr nlan 's predictior? (S) 
Amazing case qftlzc M50 murder und the i,anishing 111occa.sins ( M )  



Cause of deatli preceded inurder in 10 cases ( 1  2 percent): 

Hirshand grrilt~' o f  acid-hath rrzrrrder (T) 
Barhecire .sinell that lcd to ncedlcss knife irrurder ( G )  
Hammer irrurder victint c~rt ~v i f e  ( > I / [  of w~ill (S) 
Slzotgun murder ltorror ( M )  

Tlie word iminediately following murder was niost coinnionly a legal 
andfor abstract term (139 examples, 79 percent), as bid, case, char?ge, 
enqtri~:~., plot. quiz, rap, trial. For example: 

Murder oiz tv ( T )  
Teenage giy.1.~ on ntirrder charge (G) 
Lorr?. Inan on 3-girl niurder rap (S) 
Tears of inurder trial girl (M) 

Of the remairider, 16 percent (28 examples) referred to some involved 
person, such as suspect or victin~: 

Murder pair jailed.fbr 1ife (T) 
Murder victiln looked loi~ely ( G )  
Car murder hribby caged (S) 
Party S offa.7 nzurder sisters get life ( M )  

A ilumber of three-noun sequences began with the noun mui-der, in 
wliich case the second word was a legal/and or abstract term, and the third 
~isually some involved person: 

Murder trial judge praised ( T )  
ililurdcr case hrrshand .speilt 1r9edoTing i~ight i.i.ith nccused (G)  
Mtirder qiri: wife druggcd (S)  
I lied to giiv nrlrrder case Iover 017  alibi (M) 

Occasionally, however, aiiother legallabstract terni was added: 

Murder case remand (G) 
Griei-ring dad on murder bid rap (S) 



Tlie few four-noun sequences mostly involved a victim in front of the 
above three-noun sequences: 

Boy mrrrder ckarge man irt court (G) 
Carl murder q i~i:  marz.fr-ecd by cops (S) 
IYpc nzurder hid cltarge (S) 

The murder headlines therefore showed a clear murder formula: 

A.  Victirn (most likely), or place, or cause. 
B. Word murder. 
C. Legal or abstract term. 
D. Person accused, or second legal term. 

Two-word sequences were rnostly A + B, or B + C; three-word sequences 
were mainly A + B + C, or B + C + D. The rare four-word sequences were 
(sometimes) A + B + C + D. 

The main difference between newspapers was in vocabulary. The broad- 
sheets preferred to use surnames, while the tabloids mainly used the first 
names of victims, as: 

SJzauglznessy murder trial (T) 
Alison rnurder charge (S) 

In line with this formal versus informal trend, the broadsl~eets used rela- 
tively formal vocabulary to describe humans, such as mother,,father, hus- 
band, child, friend: 

Murder rase husband spent wedding night with acctrsed (G) 
./ugv in child rnurder case ivns nu'sled ( G )  

The tabloids, on the other hand, often referred to hiimans via short, infor- 
mal vocabulary, such as mztm, dad, htrbbv, tot, pul: 

Car murder Izubby caged (S) 
Tot is silenr witness to mum !Y nzurder ( M )  



Predictably, perhaps. the broadsheets used fairly formal legal or techni- 
cal vocabulary like chcrrge and inquir.j>: 

Drii~eip,fnces triple rnurder cliarge (T) 
M~rrder enqriiry nrrests ( G )  

The tabloids used fairly informal vocabulary like r-np and qt~iz:  

Htcsband on niurder rap ( M )  
Gir1.s in murder qriiz ( M )  

Overall, then, the siinilarities between newspapers were striking in that 
they all used the same murder formula, though the vocabulary slotted in to 
the formula differed: fairly formal in the broadsheets, shorter and more 
informal in the tabloids. 

These inurder headlines illustrate how groups of words become melded 
into a fixed order, with the most newsworthy first, an extension of the pro- 
cess of grammaticalisation. Graininaticalisatioi~ is most typically the demo- 
tion of a full word to a grammatical morpheme (Hopper and Traugott 1993), 
though is also found with larger groups of words which CO-occur and coa- 
lesce: "loose, paratactic, 'pragmatic' discourse structures develop - over 
time - into tight, 'grammaticalised' syntactic structures" (Givon 1979: 208). 
This coalescence is further explored in Tabor ( 1  993) and Tabor and Traugott 
(I 998). 

Compoiind nouns show some similar properties to the newspaper head- 
lines in that CO-occurrence leads to gradual coalescence and hence to a 
grammatical structure, as in dinner plate, .finger nnil, housewife, rescue 
iz)orlcer-, tliough the principles involved are not always clear-cut (Bauer 1998, 
Downing 1977, Ryder 1994). 

6. Conclusion 

This paper has outlined a possible scenario for the birth of rules. It argued 
that human language diverged from the communication systems of other pri- 
mates when a number of different factors converged: speech production 
ability converged with the naming insight to produce a large vocabulary. An 
ability to distinguish people and objects from events led to different word 
classes andpa preference for particular orders. This led to fhe development of 
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habits. Then habits became rules. It further argued that the development of 
preferences to habits, then habits to rules is observable today in the process 
of grammaticalisation. 

The question posed at the beginning of the paper was on the relationship 
between memorised chunks and rules. The conclusion is that memorised 
chunks may lead to riiles, though do not inevitably do so. Rules arise when 
words are assigned to different types (word classes) and these types are 
assigned a typical order. This order is likely to have arisen partly out of natu- 
ral preferences and partly out of "newsworthiness". Different types of activi- 
ty may have given rise to different types of "newsworthiness". 


